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Synopsis: CO of Idol King, one of the premier architects of Christian 
hip hop, reloads with a new single entitled, “Tricked By Treats”, 
where he deals with race and privilege in depth, and with a kind of 
grittiness and edginess that few of his peers have dared to attempt. 
C.O. pushes boundaries and experiments with material that proves
to be an enjoyable shift in transformation of style that is as
unexpected as it is welcomed. It’s tough to reach a consensus with
“Tricked by Treats” yet, somehow C.O. manages to address the
inconsistencies and moral ambiguities that surround this difficult
subject matter while making it entertaining and digestible which
inevitably keeps you wanting to hear more. Stay tuned, and check
out www.officialidolking.co Also, follow and or like C.O. of IDOL
KING on his respective social media platforms:
@idolking1985/facebook
@idolking1985/twitter
@officialidolking/instagram

http://www.officialidolking.co/


(Verse 1) 

Once upon a time 
Right now in the ghetto 
Right now 
The origin of 
“Trick by Treats” 
Europeans fleeing 
West to find freedom 
And peace of mind 
A piece of the piece of pie 
They seeking the best 
This Christian quest 
Would be blessed 
Faith tested and stressed 
But flesh 
Manifested yes 
What changed the goal? 
Smoking natives 
And the cake from the first black 
Sold 
When they had the opportunity fam 
They did whatever they had 
To get the cheddar 
Man’s lynching, raping after Eden 
Believing 
After Noah sailed 
After murdering Jesus 
Made it easy 
Killing 
Natives or a fetus 
Beating blacks till they striped like Adidas 
Black skin 
Way back when 
Made a stigma 
Only race enslaved 
On this dirt remember 
While blatant 
Ancient 
Lynching 
Ain’t ‘cha 
Passion 



From white supremacy 
And privilege 
You still cash in 
We can forgive 
But can’t forget 
Cause to blacks your addicted like crack 
Sniff us like cane 
Pop us us like champagne 
Sip is like Night Train 
Shoot us in our veins 
Just like a preacher 
Need a podium 
Black folk 
Some white folks opium 
Idol worship ain’t funny 
In the land of milk and honey 
(Iffff) racisms your means 
Then your God is fear and money 



(Hook) 

Tricked by Treats 
Mad deceit 
Power, wealth and status be 
Recasting 
Hijacking 
Attacking 
The black man 
Extracting 
Our wealth by the trillions 

Tricked by Treats 
Mad deceit 
Power, wealth and status be 
Plotting 
Stealing 
Scheming 
Baiting 
Sound like God? 
Nope 
Must be Satan 
 



(Verse 2) 

One punch caves in your chest 
Young gun 
With this verse of love 
I stress this 
They ain’t gotta lynch us no more 
Since they made it dope for emcees to rock dresses 
Like a this a 
They cut up the black man 
Like a pizza 
For the mozzarella 
From kings to queens 
To nameless name calling 
Even after Abe freed us 
Freed the slave 
robbed us 
Why not call us men? 
Does all this 
m-chocolate 
Threaten them? 
Just cause it’s 
Attractive to some white women 
You shoot us up 
Fear a colored revolt 
When they really should fear God 
He’s bigger than Hulk 
We’re all made in His image 
And though it’s tainted by sin 
To be hated by another  
Created by Him 
Because of the color of our sin 
Really sucks 
You’re really kicking God in His nuts 
Cause what you saying 
What God made ain’t good enough 
Get’em queen!!! 



(Counter hook) 

Who dat boy, boy? 
Listen to that boy, boy! 

Run on, run on, run on 

Who dat boy, boy? 
Listen to that boy, boy! 

R-ding-ding-da-ding-ding 

Who dat boy, boy? 
Listen to that boy, boy! 

Wul up, wul up, wul up 

Who dat boy, boy? 
How ya living boy, boy?... 



(Bridge) 

Yo! We in this for the truth, the love, the souls 
Some in this for the cars, the cash, the clothes 
We tricked by the devil, the world and the fleshly lust 
And these treats keep on distracting us 



(Hook) 

Trick by Treats 
Mad deceit 
Power, wealth and status be 
Break it down 
Break it down 
Break it down 
Break it down 



(Bridge) 

We in this for the truth, the love, the souls 
Some in this for the cars, the cash, the clothes 
We tricked by the devil, the world and the fleshly lust 
And these treats keep on distracting us 



(Hook) 

Trick by Treats 
Mad deceit 
Power, wealth and status be 
Recasting 
Hijacking 
Attacking 
The black man 
Extracting our wealth by the trillions 



(Hook) 

Trick by Treats 
Mad deceit 
Power wealth and status be 
Chasing 
Scheming 
Hunting for power 
Worshipping the green God dollar 


